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Student Start-up Support System (S4)
REPORT:

“Startup Analysis Workshop” to help students understand how technology
innovations /projects become technology start-ups
Date: 2nd to 5th Sept 2014

Time: 17:30 to 20:00

Venue: 126, GTU Student Startup Support System Co-Creation Center (S4-C3), ACPC Building,
LDCE Complex, Ahmedabad-15.
We are living in an era of new technological innovations in the form of startups all over the
world. To understand the process of starting up any company based on one innovation, the
basics should be known. Taking this into account, the startup analysis workshop was held at GIC
by the Student Startup Support System (S4). The aim of this workshop was to understand how
various companies carried out an innovation and worked on it to make it reach their mark.
Most of the case studies taken up by students were the 1st generation technology start-ups.
This will help final and other year students of GTU to understand what kind of products and
services are available and what are the missing white spaces so that our students can develop
innovative projects around them. In case of possibility they can create their start-ups around
them. For this every student is required to know the existing products, services through various
recent start-ups, group of start-ups in that sector and also based on their demography.
This unique effort was carefully designed and executed involving GTU students to have a
detailed prior art search (PAS) about their proposed innovation via start-up analysis program at
S4. All the participating students were to explore the DNA of the technology-based start-up
development process so that they can aspire to develop products and services which will be
better or different than them. During the workshop the students were absolutely thrilled as
they found that many gigantic start-ups are evolving in India and abroad around simple
technology products but with detailed clarity on how their innovation will take them ahead
and create either value for money ( for profit) or value for many ( not for profit enterprises).
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The four-day workshop was held on this concept under the mentoring of Mr. Adhish Patel, Mr.
Kalp Bhatt and Mr. Yash Joglekar who are active start-up enthusiast in the start-up community
of S4. About 55-60 students attended the workshop on 1st cum 1st basis as the workshop
requires one to one mentoring by expert for every team.
Day 1: (2nd September 2014) : Understanding how Indian innovators start start-up from their
technology projects and learning insights from these examples.
The objective of this session was to let students understand various stages and components of
a technology based start-ups so that students can develop products/projects at GTU which they
can take to the user level later on. The idea was to let the students understands on how young
innovators tap the missing link of the need of users in society and build projects/products
around them and even successfully launch their start-up by creating a plan around this so that
they can cater the need of real users in market and society.

Picture: Mr. Adhish Patel & Mr. Yash Joglekar interacting with participants during the event.
The workshop started with the introduction of the word “Startup”. The video on “Startup
Village” was shown and explained by Mr. Bhatt on how young students in Kochi have
successfully launched a student start-up revolution. The workshop was continued by Mr.
Joglekar and Mr. Patel by informing how various companies have converted their ideas to
innovations and how they are working on it. Example of IIT Gandhinagar students was given,
who made waterproof homes for people below poverty line in Kutch area. A few other
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examples of successful companies that started as startups (Whatsapp, Facebook etc.) were also
discussed to get a larger context. Later Mr. Joglekar gave detailed information about startups.
Startup is defined in the simplest way as a company or product which is still in its developing
phase and has handful of customers with less than 20 employees and is less than a year old.
Later the startup canvas was shown to participants and the components of the canvas were
discussed. The students were divided into 10 teams and names of companies were given to
each team for carrying out analysis. Moreover, the students were informed about next day’s
workshop on international startups and were asked to select a few startups based on their area
of interest; by Mr. Kalp Bhatt.
Day 2: (3rd September 2014): Understanding how student start-ups or technology innovation
based start-ups evolve via small innovations even from the college labs and dorm rooms in
the campuses of universities.
Having analyzed the various aspects of technology innovation which have been made start-ups
in India, we planned to let the students get exposed to start-ups from different geographic
locations other than India so that they can understand various cultural aspects and its impact
on creativity, innovation and entrepreneurship. The mentors’ team carefully selected cases
from US, Europe, Middle East and others where various university students have done similar
efforts and converted their innovations to successful products and then start-ups.The
workshop on International startups started at 5:30 pm. It was observed that, as the students
were pre-informed by Mr. Kalp Bhatt. Comparatively, it was an easy task for them to carry out
startup analysis on their own, under the guidance of Mr. Bhatt and Mr. Joglekar. They were
filled with enthusiasm as they were given the opportunity to learn and analyze startups that
were based on their area of interest. The students carried out analysis on various startups
related to technology and commerce.
This session was carefully designed also to let the students at GTU understand what are the
approaches and distinct features which differentiate the students outside India and student
innovators inside India. Participants were surprised to see that there was no much of
technological capacity difference but the approach gives them an edge in creating globally
scalable innovations and start-ups even at student level.
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Picture: Students in the International startups analysis session by Mr. Kalp Bhatt and other
mentors at GTU Innovation Council/S4 (Student Start-up Support System)
Day 3: (4th September 2014)
This session was arranged to let the participants understands different factors both from Indian
and outside context and then think what more can be leveraged through innovative projects.
Students were taught about comparative analysis based on technological, economical,
sociological, ecological and other aspects and they made serious efforts to unravel the white
spaces still left out in the market so that they can develop products and services of their own.
The students were told to continue their previous day’s work by filling canvas and their doubts
regarding canvas and its components were solved by Mr. Bhatt and Mr. Joglekar. Later the
concept of “Internet of Things (IOT)” was introduced and explained with the help of a
presentation by Mr. Patel. He discussed about various startups which were less known and had
originated from India and are now making their mark in the International market. He explained
the concept with various examples like Delivery (it is enabling e-commerce), Bookmyshow, etc.
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Along with the help of canvas, the students gave presentation on their analysis of the company
allotted to them.

The idea was to let students diagnose the hidden part of innovation to market journey and by
virtue of which they can take market feedback and better improve their product and service too.
This approach seems to be quite relevance in the context of final year projects/IDP/UDP in GTU
colleges. Many students who are pursuing their final year IDP/UDP and who participated
during these workshops shared that if they could have idea about the existing products and
services they might have done another way around their projects. Some participants also
claimed that their IDP seems to be a reinventing wheel type of effort now after knowing that
similar innovations are already being used by users developed by different start-ups. So this
workshop of start-up analysis also opened new doors for students to check the originality and
novelty of their final year projects.
While these workshops were found to be very insightful for all participants in the context of
checking originality, it also gave confidence to the GTU students that even their innovations
have huge market value if they are taken to the product level. Students worked out the missing
link of taking ideas to proof of concepts and then to products and markets. Though the
academic year may fall short for this entire cycle but initiatives like S4 (Student Start-up Support
System) and GIC (GTU Innovation Council) wish to fulfill the need and extend support students
even beyond their final year academic projects and others. S4 has declared to extend free
working space and mentoring facility to such teams (after careful selection) for such teams even
after they graduate out ( if they have a potential technology innovation ready).
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Day 4: (5th September 2014) : Drawing insights from each other’s learning during the 4 days.
The last day started by sharing the learning by each participant for their four day journey of
start-up analysis. The mentors decided to convert the session into a quiz. All the participants
along with the mentors arranged their chairs in a big circle, commencing the start-up quiz.
Mentors started asking different questions related to the start-ups done by students in their
four days of workshop. Everyone gave answers based on their understanding, of which a few
were really insightful; which made the session very interactive and entertaining. The best
performer was awarded a gift by Mr. Kaushik Akiwatkar on behalf of GTU Innovation Council.

Students and Mentors during the startup quiz.
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Student getting the best performance award.
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Entire team of Startup Analysis Workshop.
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Feedbacks from the participants
“It was more than what i expected. It was good to learn about new ideas. Group discussions
were the best part of the entire workshop.”
– Utsav Shah (UCET)
“Overall the program was going very good, but it should be made fast-track. I learnt how to
carry out ‘Market Research’, about which I was unaware before.”
- Supath Mohile (UCET)
“It was very informative and creative. I did it for the first time. It was very time consuming. I
can’t wait to implement all the things that I learnt today.”
– Charul Gupta (GIT)
“My expectation is that you will show us the way to initiate the startup from the base. The
workshop was totally awesome and fantastic.”
- Mukesh Ahuja ( AIT)
“I was expecting something different when I got mail from GIC, but when I attended the
workshop; it was a mind blowing experience. I got a chance to analyze the national and
international start-ups. Thank You GIC for inviting me.”
– Karan Radhani (GIT)
“Our university/college should conduct these kinds of workshops. Basically in this workshop,
the aim was to get basic & very beginner level information about startups.”
– Ankit Suthar (AIT)
“It was totally opposite of what we expected. A very helpful and intellectual startup program.
Experience was the best, even better than the last fuelpad workshop that I attended.”
– Maitrey Bhavsar (GIT)
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“Expectations were fulfilled and I learnt something new like always. The ice-breaking event was
awesome. I would like to come everyday.”
– Jay Mahajan (SOCET)
“We studied the current scenario of the startup world. Very good, there should be some
activities like make your startup or startup now.”
– Shubham (LDRP)
“I can invent more technologies & ideas from this event. It was a wonderful experience!!! I felt
that I was amidst some “Mind Blowing People!”
– Bhoomi Shah (AIT)
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